Bottom trawl footprints are a prominent environmental impact of deep-sea fishery that was revealed through the evolution of underwater remote sensing technologies. Image processing techniques have been widely applied in acoustic remote sensing, but accurate trawl-mark (TM) detection is underdeveloped. The paper presents a new algorithm for the automatic detection and spatial quantification of TMs that is implemented on sidescan sonar (SSS) images of a fishing ground from the Gulf of Patras in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea. This method inspects any structure of the local seafloor in an environmentally adaptive procedure, in order to overcome the predicament of analyzing noisy and complex SSS images of the seafloor. The initial preprocessing stage deals with radiometric inconsistencies. Then, multiplex filters in the spatial domain are performed with multiscale rotated Haar-like features through integral images that locate the TM-like forms and additionally discriminate the textural characteristics of the seafloor. The final TMs are selected according to their geometric and background environment features, and the algorithm successfully produces a set of trawling-ground quantification values that could be established as a baseline measure for the status assessment of a fishing ground.
Introduction
Protecting marine environments is a matter of great scientific and socio-economic concern [1] [2] [3] [4] . Over the last decades, the progression of remote sensing has brought to light widespread anthropogenic effects on the seafloor [5, 6] , caused mainly by fishing, mineral extraction and marine pollution [7] . An emergent theme that has aroused a growing degree of interest is bottom trawling, a method of fishing involving the pull of trawl nets and trawl doors through the seafloor in order to catch bottom-living fish. Trawl-fishing could lead to benthic habitat degradation with consequent ecosystem alteration [8, 9] . Direct contact of trawling nets and trawl doors with the seafloor scraps the seafloor and leaves scars in pairs, causing sediment suspension [10, 11] . Bottom trawling has destructive effects on priority habitats (e.g., coral community, coralligenous formations, seagrass beds) which are targets for conservation actions [12] [13] [14] . In addition, marine geoarchaeological sites have also been heavily impacted by trawl-fishing [15, 16] . The amount of the damage done depends on the spatial extent and the frequency of trawling [17] . However, there is a crucial gap in evaluating the trawling impacts originating from insufficient information about the spatial scale and the effort of fishing [18] . In this view, increasing knowledge of trawl-mark (TM) densities could offer details about the level and the geographic distribution of trawling that are needed for measuring the relevant physical impacts [19, 20] .
To date, very-high resolution images of the seafloor are obtained by acoustical imaging system (e.g., sidescan sonar-SSS) [21] . An underwater transducer (towfish) emits acoustic pulses that travel in the water column until they meet objects along their route or the seafloor, and then the sound signal is scattered. The strength and travel time of the backscattered pulses are recorded and processed into an image of the seafloor [22, 23] . SSS permits the sonification of wide areas of the seafloor in relatively short periods of time [24] , and it is the most approved system for underwater sound imaging of anthropogenic and natural features, and textures of the seafloor [25, 26] . The locations of trawl door scars are visualized accurately by SSS sonograms [27, 28] that contributed to many studies to investigate the importance of seafloor disturbances [10, [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] . The manual interpretation of SSS images is a laborious task that takes considerable time and there is important necessity to design computer aided image-processing systems that could automatically detect and quantify TMs. The combination of different seafloor morphologies, the uneven image intensity and the heavy image noise increase the complexity and stand as obstacles in automatic recognition of TMs. González et al. [41] studied an automatic TMs detection and classification method on SSS images that was based on the Canny filter edge detector. As TMs take the shape of long, slim, linear scour marks in SSS images [29] , in the main stage of their automatic recognition, one may probably emphasize to classic edge detection techniques based on the intensity gradient of the image, such as Canny filter [42] . Classic edge detectors are susceptible to the high variability of the real-world images of deep-sea which contain a large number of edges caused by acoustic radiometric and geometric artifact and therefore these methods could be performed successfully only in selected ideal sub-images, but with low general usability. Sams et al. [43] presented a method for the identification of the seafloor type that is produced by the presence of TMs, but this method did not offer much information for each TM individually. Malik and Mayer [44] noted that video images depict the TMs with significantly less accuracy than SSS, while Tang et al. [45] analyzed the trawling pattern in video images with a neural classifier. Despite the fact that there has recently been strong interest in deep learning methods for geological seafloor mapping [46, 47] there are no studies using machine learning methods for TM recognition in SSS images. To the best of our knowledge, up to today there is no TM detection algorithm in the literature applied to a large SSS mosaic that could detect and quantify TMs for their environmental impact monitoring use.
The use of sonar data to simultaneously characterize both the fishing effort and the seafloor type that is developed on can ameliorate management decisions on how bottom trawling impacts the marine environment [18] . The purpose of this study is to approach accurately an overview of this issue in both narrow and broad scope terms and propose an algorithm for automatic TMs detection and quantification in SSS data that could be used for a large trawling ground. This study also involves texture characterization as the concept is not only to concentrate on the linear edge detection but also to define what is and what is not a TM and in which seafloor types it is expected to be detected.
There is an emerging interest in developing applications concerning seafloor classification using sonar imagery [48] [49] [50] . Texture feature extraction methods are classified in four major categories [51] : (1) statistical (such as gray-level co-occurrence probabilities (GLCMs) [52] , (2) geometrical [53] , (3) model-based (such as Markov random fields (MRFs) [54] , and (4) signal processing (e.g., Gabor filters [55] , spatial domain filters [56] and Fourier domain filters [53, 57] ). This work describes seafloor texture using the contrast textural group, quantified suitably via spatial domain filtering. Spatial domain filters can be much faster, compared to statistical and model-based methods, but they lack robustness as they model the environment in a deterministic, simplistic manner, and are incapable of adapting to local conditions. However, they can be used to measure the systematic properties of the environment, as in our case. In principle, they measure the level of contrast between neighbor areas (usually adjacent ones). In the proposed algorithm, spatial-domain filters were employed through Haar-like features and integral images in a dual-purpose use as they not only produce information about the seafloor type but can also detect linear seafloor features, like TMs forms. The candidate TMs are undergone morphological operations and geometric analysis that combined with the textural information lead to a comprehensive TM selection. The automatically detected TMs are quantified in terms of density, length and direction per unit area and the algorithm results are compared to the equivalent dataset of manually extracted TMs. The SSS dataset used, acquired during a general-purpose research in the Corinth Gulf, Greece, does not meet the highest acquisition standards for seafloor target exploration in terms of towing height above the ground and acoustic incidence angles, and thus represents a challenging scenario for the evaluation of the proposed method.
Materials and Methods

Study Area
The study area is located on the western end of the Gulf of Patras (western Greece, Mediterranean Sea), almost tangent to the geographic boundary line which separates the Gulf from Ionian Sea (Figure 1 ). The Gulf is an interconnected shallow marine embayment between Gulf of Corinth and Ionian Sea [58] and its deepest part lies at the depth of 135 m [59] . Pirros and Glafkos streams are the secondary sediment suppliers of Patraikos Gulf, complementary to the most important sediment provider, the Evinos River [58] . Fine sand and silt prevail close to river mouths which exhibit an ongoing fining trend as they move along into deeper water [58] . Sedimentation rate ranges levelly from 0.3 to 0.5 mm/year over the whole gulf [58] . The seabed of the study area is made up of Holocene clay and silt with high water content, indicating low energy sedimentation regime. Water circulation is mainly caused by wind-driven currents, at least in the winter months and tidal circulation in the Gulf of Patras is characterized by counter-clockwise direction [58] . Otter trawling is the most common method of fishing, targeting in soft sediments communities. The study area is estimated to be a bottom trawler fishing ground-hot spot for 7-8 of the 15 most important commercial species in Greece [60] . Due to the physical and mechanical properties of the sediments, TMs are expected to remain as visible linear seafloor disturbance for long period taking also in consideration that the fishing season lasts for 6 months (November-April) every year. Moreover, the study area is considered as an area of important archaeological significance as the crucial Lepanto Naval Battle took place in the area, in 1571, between Holly League Navy and the Ottoman Navy. Although Throckmorton et al. [61] suggested, through acoustic imaging, that there are scattered targets in the area that are likely ship remains from the battle, recent work by Patsourakis et al. [24] showed that those targets are nothing but biogenic mounds. 
Data Acquisition and Processing
The survey took place in September 2006, after a closed trawl-fishing season of 6 months. The survey was conducted in a parallel-pass survey design to produce an SSS mosaic with 100% coverage of the seafloor. Six tracks were required (with a total length of 13.962 km) to cover an area of 2.98 km 2 . The bathymetry in the research area is gradually increasing from −42 m to the northeast to −53 m in the southwest. Acoustic backscatter data of the seafloor were acquired with an EG&G 272TD sidescan towfish, connected to a top-side processor unit (EdgeTech 4200-P) with the data acquisition software Discover (EdgeTech). The sonar towfish was towed at an average height of 45 m above the seafloor and was operated at a sound pulse frequency of 100 kHz. A Hemisphere VS101 GPS system was used for the positioning of the research vessel. The position of the SSS towfish was calculated through the hypotenuse formula taking into account the cable-out and the towfish depth. Due to technical problems, only the right channel of the towfish was in operation and thus the survey-lines were adapted accordingly to achieve the desired overlap (20%) between the corresponding swaths. The swath range was set to 200 m and the ship speed ranged between three and four knots.
Data processing and mosaicking was performed using the "Isis" and "Tritonmap" softwares (Triton Imaging Inc.). Basic radiometric and geometric corrections were applied to the SSS records, including slant-range and Time Varying Gain (TVG) corrections respectively. The produced mosaic ( Figure 2 ) has a pixel size of 0.2 m and dimensions of 13.380 × 12.056 pixels.
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Α multi-stage algorithm was implemented for automated TMs extraction and fishing ground quantification. This method applies spatial domain filtering and morphological operations to achieve an environmentally adaptive TMs detection and quantification, taking into account both TMs morphology and background seafloor type aspects. The procedure begins with subdividing the image into partially overlapping (sliding) blocks for computational efficiency. Our initial concern was to compensate image noise and amplitude inconsistencies, reform the visual information content of the backscatter images, and then proceed to a more in-depth analysis. Bottom-fishing grounds produce a monadic anisotropic seafloor type described as an otherwise flat seabed form with intense presence of long slightly curved lines [43] . In the main stage of the algorithm, we use Haar-like features that are capable of measuring the contrast between two adjacent areas of the seafloor. We followed work of Fakiris et al. [62] which used spatial domain filtering with Haar-like features for detecting anisotropic (oriented textures e.g. sand ripples) and complex (e.g. scattered rock -clutter) 
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Preprocessing Techniques
Intensity Normalization
Homomorphic filtering, a frequency filtering complementary to an illumination-reflectance model, is applied to control the misbalance of intensity and strength the further processing. Image parts are the reflectance component and the illumination intensity component, described by a multiplicative relationship:
where ( , ) represents an image, ( , ) is the illumination factor and ( , ) is the reflectance factor [63] . Illumination varies without jerking though the field of view generating low frequencies, 
Preprocessing Techniques
Intensity Normalization
f (x, y) = i(x, y) r(x, y)
where f (x, y) represents an image, i(x, y) is the illumination factor and r(x, y) is the reflectance factor [63] . Illumination varies without jerking though the field of view generating low frequencies, unlike the reflectance which abruptly changes and is associated with high frequency components [64] .
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The homomorphic filtering technique suppresses low-frequency components and is constituted of the following five steps [65] :(1) taking the logarithm of equation (1) allows the transformation of the multiplication operation to addition operation, (2) the Fourier transform of the log-image is applied to provide the image into frequency domain, (3) is achieved the elimination of the low frequencies by the use of a high-pass Gaussian filter, (4) returning to the spatial domain variants of the frequency domain filters by the evaluation of the inverse Fourier-transform, and (5) the exponential function is computed to obtain the filtered image.
Edge Preserving Smoothing
At the second step, we utilize bilateral filtering with Gaussian kernels which is implemented at the output image of the Homomorphic filter and offers edge-preserving smoothing ( Figure 4 ). Bilateral filtering was introduced by Tomasi and Manduchi [66] and is a compromise between complexity and drastic denoising in cluttered imagery. It is a non-linear filter which is synthesized by domain and range filtering. Bilateral filtering run through the image pixel by pixel, replacing every pixel with a weighted average of the pixels that are close spatially and photometrically with it [67] . Combined filtering for the point x and a nearby point ξ is given by [68] :
Ω is the whole image, I symbolizes the intensity,
g is an edge stopping function in intensity domain g(ξ, x) = e
2 where δ(I ξ , I x ) = δ(I ξ − I x ) = I ξ − I x is the distance between the two intensity values I ξ and I x , and K(x) is a normalization constant:
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Seafloor Characterization and Linear Seabed Feature Detection
Multi-scale Rotated Haar-like Features
Haar-like features consist of white and black rectangles whose union is a rectangle. A Haar-like structure is represented as 0s and 1s in a geometrical order and the filter's response is calculated as the subtraction of the summation of white subregions from the summation of the complementary subregion. Haar-like features have the advantage that they can be calculated directly from an integral image, speeding significantly up data processing. Normal Haar-like features were developed by 
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Multi-Scale Rotated Haar-Like Features
Haar-like features consist of white and black rectangles whose union is a rectangle. A Haar-like structure is represented as 0s and 1s in a geometrical order and the filter's response is calculated as the subtraction of the summation of white subregions from the summation of the complementary subregion. Haar-like features have the advantage that they can be calculated directly from an integral image, speeding significantly up data processing. Normal Haar-like features were developed by Viola and Jones [69] , their use had spread rapidly but those are not rotation invariant. Various rotated Haar-like features methods have been presented, including that of Fakiris et al. [62] that covers twelve rotations ( Figure 5 ) and is sufficient for depicting features of almost any orientation. The rotated integral image, for a given integer rotation, is calculated by summing the pixels in the relevant aligned quadrant above the given pixel.
Intensity contrasts refer to neighbor areas that have certain spatial relationship (e.g., certain distance between them). As far as the spatial relationship is concerned, the scale under which the analysis is performed must be specified a-priori. In our case, two-rectangle rotated in twelve angles Haar-like features are able to depict the highlight-shadow scheme of TMs and delineate the various seafloor textures. For a more information-rich result, we implement a multi-scale, rotated Haar-like feature. We utilize a sequence of rotated two-rectangle Haar-like features with common aspect ratio but whose widths respectively correspond on terms of an arithmetic progression. The following function allows to determine the width w and the height h of the sequential Haar-like features:
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where i is the ordinal number of each rectangle in the sequential order of Haar-like features, α is the ratio of height to width, z is the width of the first rectangle and d is the common difference between the widths of the rectangles. Next subsections' filters are performed for each designed scale (s) of the set of Haar-like features with width (w) and height (h), rotated at direction k, that measure the contrast (c) between two adjacent oblong areas of the seafloor. High values of contrast show that the texture exhibits high differences between local intensities while low ones indicate uniform texture with little or no tonal changes. Local contrast can be expressed as the mean of differences (in grey levels) or as a percentage if normalized by the maximum value that intensities can take. Local contrast normalization for a fixed rotation k and scale s, is defined as is given by [70] :
where R is the intensity range (e.g., 256 for an 8-bit grayscale image) and , ( , ) ∈ [0,1]. Statistical measures are also constructive for our method such as the maximum, the average (μs,n) and the standard deviation (σs,n) of local contrast along a set of n directions, that are described by Equations (5-7) [70] and an example of their implementation is presented in Figure 6 :
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Seafloor Characterization
Texture can be described according to its two main characteristics: its contrast and orderliness, forming two groups of qualitative terms Image texture, defined as a function of the spatial variation in pixel intensities, is a topic investigated by many researchers in the last few decades [48, 52, 71] . A common application of image texture is the recognition of image regions using texture properties. The textural properties can characterize a seafloor region as rough or smooth, varied or homogeneous, repetitive or random, and hence can help in distinguishing between different areas and features in the images. Haar-like features' filtering can be used to quantify both contrast and orderliness, as a single feature can assess the local variation of intensities but also highlight certain pre-specified structural geometries.
A square moving average filter is implemented with edge dimensions equal to the height (h) of the Haar-like feature that calculates the local averages of μ (called M) and σ (called Σ) filter's responses. Based upon the above local averages of filter responses, two seafloor characterization measures: anisotropy and complexity, have been estimated, that are described thoroughly in [62] . The anisotropy As,h,k is equal to the square of the averaged standard deviation (Σ) to the averaged mean (M) ratio of filter responses over a set of k directions [62] :
Anisotropy refers to the level of heterogeneity of filters' responses given for each direction [72] and therefore high values of anisotropy indicates that at least one direction responses overrides the others. Opposingly, when there are no poles apart in filters' responses regarding to their direction, anisotropy is low valued. The complexity is equal to the square average (μ) to the standard deviation (σ) ratio of the filter responses over the set of k directions [62] : 
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The complexity filter highlights the high-contrast areas where seafloor features are anarchical distributed with respect to their direction. The combination of anisotropy and complexity allows the separation of the area into three seabed types: complex, anisotropic and featureless. The anisotropy and complexity threshold values that discriminate the three types of texture were set manually by the human interpreter, pre-trained using a small part of the dataset.
Linear Seafloor Feature Detection
The second utility of multi-scale rotated Haar-like features concerns linear seafloor features detection (segmentation). As the two-rectangle window slides in twelve directions, any linear edge is effectively depicted. A function over the filter responses aims at enhancing the figure of the TMs. Trawl-marks enhancement filtering (TME) works for each pixel of the image block and is defined as:
where MRF (maximum response filter) is the maximum contrast over all directions. Figure 7b shows a filtering result. For the binarization of the produced map with the potential TMs, the Gaussian adaptive thresholding method is used in which the threshold value is a weighted average of the pixel values in a manageable sized neighborhood (x,y) around pixel x. The variable threshold (T) is computed by the convolution of the image with the Gaussian function [73] :
and G is the Gaussian function with standard deviation τ: G(x, y) = and complexity threshold values that discriminate the three types of texture were set manually by the human interpreter, pre-trained using a small part of the dataset.
and G is the Gaussian function with standard deviation τ: ( , ) = . For each scale of the rotated Haar-like features a binary image is produced with the potential TMs. The binary images are combined with the logical operation "union" that synthesize a final binary image which contains each scale's extracted TMs.
Splitting Lines at Intersections through Morphological Operations
All white connected pixels in the binary image are labelled as unique linear foreground objects and their properties are measured, such as their length and their orientation. The crossed lines are split and separated before the orientation of the identified objects is computed. The splitting of the lines is achieved through logical and morphological operations. Line skeletonization produces a For each scale of the rotated Haar-like features a binary image is produced with the potential TMs. The binary images are combined with the logical operation "union" that synthesize a final binary image which contains each scale's extracted TMs.
All white connected pixels in the binary image are labelled as unique linear foreground objects and their properties are measured, such as their length and their orientation. The crossed lines are split and separated before the orientation of the identified objects is computed. The splitting of the lines is achieved through logical and morphological operations. Line skeletonization produces a thinned center line with respect to the length and the connectivity of the original linear object [64] . Skeleton shape facilitates the localization of the set of the intersection points. The points where the lines meet, are dilated and converted to circles in order to overlay the start points of the branches of any possible orientation. The set operation "difference" follows, and the circle-shaped structuring elements are subtracted by the primary binary image. In this way, the perimeters of the line junctions are thrown away from the original binary image and unlinked section lines are revealed. Figure 8 below presents each step of the lines spitting method. 
TMs Extraction through Geometric and Textural Criteria, and Trawling Grounds Quantification
Via the feature space we seek to substantiate which line structures correspond to TMs. TΜ selection is designed based on an object's geometric signature and the background environment features in the affected area. Following, this is a set of criteria that narrows the detected linear features down to those corresponding to TMs have been designed. The first geometric discrimination of the lines of interest is built upon their physical size. Lines with length more than 10 m are kept for further analysis. Additionally, we excluded line segments that have orientation perpendicular plus-minus 5 degrees from the survey line. As for the textural criteria, objects in the image whose Anisotropy background values lie under the manually chosen threshold are excluded from analysis. Moreover, areas that are characterized by high complexity are deleted from the regions of interest. The example given here ( Figure 9 ) is based on both geometric and textural criteria. The final binary image is divided into 50 × 50 m blocks and their linear elements are analyzed statistically. The statistical analysis includes extraction of: (i) the density of the detected TMs (counts per area unit), (ii) the total length of the detected TMs per area unit and (iii) the mean per block orientation of the detected TMs. These parameters can be directly correlated to the fishing effort 
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Via the feature space we seek to substantiate which line structures correspond to TMs. TΜ selection is designed based on an object's geometric signature and the background environment features in the affected area. Following, this is a set of criteria that narrows the detected linear features down to those corresponding to TMs have been designed. The first geometric discrimination of the lines of interest is built upon their physical size. Lines with length more than 10 m are kept for further analysis. Additionally, we excluded line segments that have orientation perpendicular plus-minus 5 degrees from the survey line. As for the textural criteria, objects in the image whose Anisotropy background values lie under the manually chosen threshold are excluded from analysis. Moreover, areas that are characterized by high complexity are deleted from the regions of interest. The example given here ( Figure 9 ) is based on both geometric and textural criteria. The final binary image is divided into 50 × 50 m blocks and their linear elements are analyzed statistically. The statistical analysis includes extraction of: (i) the density of the detected TMs (counts per area unit), (ii) the total length of the detected TMs per area unit and (iii) the mean per block orientation of the detected TMs. These parameters can be directly correlated to the fishing effort The final binary image is divided into 50 × 50 m blocks and their linear elements are analyzed statistically. The statistical analysis includes extraction of: (i) the density of the detected TMs (counts per area unit), (ii) the total length of the detected TMs per area unit and (iii) the mean per block orientation of the detected TMs. These parameters can be directly correlated to the fishing effort applied to a seafloor area.
Validation Data and Accuracy Assessment
The automatic TMs extraction results were evaluated using a dataset of manually extracted TMs. The results obtained by Patsourakis et al. [24] has preceded this, in which the same data were processed, and each individual TM was extracted manually, delineated and mapped on ArcGis software. The vector data of the manually digitized TMs were undergone spatial analysis to derive their mean density, length and direction per 50 × 50 m square area. These results are used as validation data and are compared to the results of the proposed method to assess its significance. Blocks were classified into four classes according to the TMs' total length. The first category includes the blocks that do not contain any TMs, the second category includes the blocks with total TMs length less than 200 m, the third category contains the blocks with total length between 200 and 400 m and the last category includes the blocks with total length greater than 400 m. A cross tabulation matrix is used to evaluate the one-to-one correspondence of the classes and to identify a possible relationship between two different classes. The Cohen's kappa coefficient evaluates the agreement between the corresponding class limits who each classify the blocks into the four mutually exclusive categories and can range from 0 to +1.
Accuracy of automatic TMs detection method is evaluated by comparing the two data sets that are defined by thresholds of the total TMs length that are used as binary classifiers. If a block contains a number of total TMs length bigger than the threshold it is considered as 'positive' block else is considered as 'negative'. Depending on whether respective blocks of manually and automatically derived TMs coincide in their 'positive' (positive/positive) or 'negative' (negative/negative) characterizations correspond to 'true positive' (TP) and 'true negative' (TN) sections which indicate an equivalence relation between the data sets. Otherwise, when the blocks are oppositely characterized (positive/negative or negative/positive) correspond to 'false positive' (FP) and 'false negative' (FN) sections that point out commission and omission errors, respectively. For each class, the number of the TP, TN, FP, FN determine the sensitivity (or recall), specificity, precision and accuracy measurements that are shown in Equations (12)- (15):
Sensitivity, specificity, precision and accuracy measurements can range between 0 and 1, where 1 represents perfect correspondence between the length quantification values of the classified data sets, and 0 indicates failure.
Results
Data Interpretation and Seafloor Characterization through Anisotropy and Complexity Definitions
The interpretation of the 100 kHz side scan sonar mosaics revealed three distinct acoustic backscatter patterns in the survey area: (i) uniform low-reflectivity seafloor, (ii) localized strong backscatter facies in low reflectivity seafloor that well matches with micro-relief seafloor areas, and (iii) numerous, long, linear to curvilinear and parallel to subparallel features on the seafloor with high reflectivity (Figure 2 ). The first acoustic backscatter pattern represents fine grained sediments (clay, silt and fine sand). The second one represents high reflectivity mounds. Ground truthing survey showed that those mounds are biogenic mounds (Figure 2 ). These biogenic mounds are quite similar to the coralline algae reefs that have been reported in the Eastern Mediterranean Sea (Aegean Sea) by the authors of [13] . The linear features of the third acoustic pattern are interpreted as marks produced by bottom-fishing gear (TMs) (Figure 2) . Planar seafloor is characterized by the absence of directional features and is represented by low anisotropy values while a trawled seafloor area gives high values of anisotropy [62] , as presented in Figure 10 . Biogenic mounds, bedrocks and scattered boulders synthesize a seafloor area that corresponds to high complexity. The combination of anisotropy and complexity allows the separation of the area into three seabed types: complex, anisotropic and featureless. Setting a well-suited threshold, complex areas can be easily selected and fully represented as shown in Figure 10 . Anisotropy thresholding creates two zones: above the threshold stand the anisotropic areas and below of it, the benign seabed. Planar seabed and anisotropic-complex zones are mutually exclusive. As well, complex areas are not strongly correlated with regions that contain TMs. 
Trawl-marks Extraction and Quantification
The spatial scale analysis of the detected TMs has a significant impact on interpreting effects of bottom-fishing. The statistical results of the spatial quantification of TMs length are reported in 
Trawl-Marks Extraction and Quantification
The spatial scale analysis of the detected TMs has a significant impact on interpreting effects of bottom-fishing. The statistical results of the spatial quantification of TMs length are reported in Table 1 . The results were calculated per 25 × 10 −4 km 2 and then converted per km 2 . The proposed algorithm was applied in sliding blocks of the backscatter mosaic to achieve lower computational-cost. The automatically detected TMs are shown in Figure 11a . The main aim of this study was to derive density maps that visualize the fishing stress and the preferred axles of towing. In Figure 12 vectors, TM density maps, and rose-plots are presented both for the automatic and manual TMs digitization cases, giving the means for visual comparison and qualitative accuracy assessment. 
Accuracy Assessment
The accuracy assessment results of the proposed approach are reported in Table 2 . Accuracy exhibited high values, ranging from 77% to 91%, with the highest values being met in the "0" and ">400" classes as well as in the "TM existence-absence" case. Precision and Sensitivity were lower at the third and fourth cases of high total TM lengths, indicating that those length ranges exhibit average agreement to the manually digitized equivalents. The accuracy assessment results of the first and last classes ("0" and ">400 m") as well as the very high accuracy of the "TM existent-absence" binary case, shows that the proposed method can provide accurate quantitative results for highly trawled areas, but it can also separate impacted from non-impacted ones. What is more, the proposed method manages to determine TMs directions with very high precision, as shown in Figure 12c 
The accuracy assessment results of the proposed approach are reported in Table 2 . Accuracy exhibited high values, ranging from 77% to 91%, with the highest values being met in the "0" and ">400" classes as well as in the "TM existence-absence" case. Precision and Sensitivity were lower at the third and fourth cases of high total TM lengths, indicating that those length ranges exhibit average agreement to the manually digitized equivalents. The accuracy assessment results of the first and last classes ("0" and ">400 m") as well as the very high accuracy of the "TM existent-absence" binary case, shows that the proposed method can provide accurate quantitative results for highly trawled areas, but it can also separate impacted from non-impacted ones. What is more, the proposed method manages to determine TMs directions with very high precision, as shown in Figure 12c ,d. The cross-tabulation matrix of the four classes (regarding certain ranges of total per unit area TM length) is shown in Figure 13a . The diagonal in the cross tabulation has the greatest concentration of scores indicating consistency and stable correlation between the corresponding classes of the two datasets. The class '0' has a 94% agreement, conveying that FP rates are almost entirely suppressed at the areas where TMs do not exist. In classes with higher TMs densities there is a good agreement between the manual and automatic TM densities. The Cohen's kappa coefficient is equal to 0.65, indicating a substantial agreement of all class ranges that are used to classify the blocks of the manually and automatically derived TMs. The automatically and the manually extracted TMs have the same spatial distribution when blocks are given 0-1 values (TM absence-presence), where the accuracy value is greater than 0.9 ( Figure 12b ). This implies that fishing grounds, as a bottom-type, can very accurately be detected through the proposed method.
High accuracy values are in the diagonal of the accuracy vs threshold diagram (Figure 13b ), indicating highly accurate results as the total-length threshold increases (excluding more and more low TM density areas from the analysis). This graph was made to be interpreted as the sensitivity of the method to noise, i.e., to areas with few scattered linear element detections that could potentially be false detection (noise). However, the fact that very low thresholds (no or limited exclusions) have comparatively better accuracies suggests that even areas with very few TMs are very well segmented and do not need to be considered even partially false. The agreement between the manual and the automatic TMs assessment is strong (>0.9) up to the threshold of 240 m, after which the accuracy has a slight decrease, and it is improved after 400 m total TM length per unit area. This threshold range between 240 and 400 m indicates that there is a factor limiting the accuracy of the method in blocks that are within this range, which is most likely correlated with the northwest area where the worst agreement between manual and automatic TMs assessment is met, due to increased deviation between the TMs' and survey lines' orientations, as discussed in Section 6.
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Discussion
The proposed algorithm enables the automatic detection of TMs that was previously unattainable due to the limitations of the data conditions and the environmental variable characteristics. The automatic TMs detection algorithm was performed in SSS images with high presence of noise, disfigurements and artifacts. The results reveal that the design of the algorithm overcomes the aforementioned limitations, achieving high accuracy in TMs detection and decreasing the false alarm rates. This image processing method was performed to the whole sonar mosaic providing quantitative estimation of trawling impacts on the seafloor. Returning to the aim of this study posed at the beginning of this paper, it is now possible to state that fishing activity had highly localized impact on the seafloor of Gulf of Patras (Table 1) , a biologically significant marine area with historical and cultural relevance. The quantified TMs length values were used as a new indicator of pressure of bottom trawling.
The preprocessing stage was a necessary step that successfully normalizes the non-uniform intensity, suppresses the noise and at the same time gives at TMs a more discrete appearance in SSS image data. In reviewing the literature, many prior studies in this field [74, 75] have noted the importance of using an uniform backscatter intensity mosaic. Radiometric and geometric corrections is an issue of high importance in acoustic imaging, but in SSS data, where there is no auxiliary information about the exact geometry of the ensonification, their elaboration is difficult [73, [76] [77] [78] . The proposed approach embeds a common technique in satellite and medical image processing for correcting non-uniform intensity, the Homomorphic filtering, which reverses the situation of hidden environment in images. Homomorphic filtering helps in TMs separation when the background backscatter intensities change in space, depending on the sediments properties, making TMs in low backscatter intensity soft sediment hardly separated. Considerable emphasis was also placed on the most conventional problem of sonar imagery, the injected noise. The acoustic backscatter images are getting acquired and transmitted under the presence of ambient noise [79] . Acoustic artifacts such as stripe noise by roll towfish motion or other electrical noise deteriorate the quality of the sonar image [80] . According to Wilken et al. [81] in most cases SSS mosaics are affected by visible stripe noise. Although stripe noise and the TMs differ in thickness, geometry and intensity, if we do not use an effective noise reduction filter, we jeopardize to set stripe noise as candidate line segments which may or may not be portions of TMs. Furthermore, the stripe noise engenders impoverishing and fragmentation of the illustrated TMs when they intersect. It is apparent from Figure 4 that bilateral filtering boosts TMs performance in the SSS data while noise is reduced.
The implemented algorithms exhibit low computational costs, utilizing calculations on integral-image, making it suitable for quasi real-time operations. Digital filters based on multiscale, rotated Haar-like features, proved to be capable of detecting TMs of great variability in curvature, orientations, intensities and contrasts. The smaller rotated Haar-like features can depict more precisely the step edges of a narrow line and fit better in curves of considerable torsion. The longer Haar-like features are able to highlight ramp edges and surpass small gaps of long linear edges. The binarization of the highlighted linear features and the splitting of the crossed lines were two of the key problems in this method. The lines splitting method was achieved in an accurate way by removing the nodes of the skeleton which satisfy high geometrical fidelity to the lines' representation. The splitting of the lines allows the proper lines orientation measurement that is precious information for a set of operations in this method, such as the TMs quantification in terms of orientation.
Thresholding is one of the most important approaches in image segmentation. The most widely used thresholding method is to choose a single threshold value as assignment criteria [82] . Sometimes, the fixed thresholding method breaks down in complex images [83] as the weak edges, features and information are getting ignored [84] . To maximize the generalizability of the designed algorithm, we tried to make use as much as possible of adaptive thresholds [85] , that require no human decision making to be involved in the process. However, our method still concerns a range of parameters that need to be defined manually. Some of them were set to their most bibliographically common ones (intensity normalization), offering adequate results. Others were determined using the well-defined geometries of the target seafloor feature (TMs), such as the Haar-like features, whose dimensions were adapted to common TM geometries met in sonar images. Still, very few parameters needed to be set in a heuristic. The latter are the Anisotropy and Complexity thresholds used for environmental adaptation through seafloor characterization. These thresholds are particularly sensitive to the ensonification geometries (incidence angles, towing-height above the ground) and the equipment used (transmit frequency) that control the shadow extents and the texture contrast of the TMs. However, those are simple thresholds and so they need no time-consuming training phases but rather a couple of sample areas to tune them suitably.
The SSS mosaic encompasses a combination of anisotropic areas with the intense presence of TMs and areas of featureless homogeneous soft sediments. The SSS mosaic also depicts complex areas that represent scattered biogenic mounds. A growing body of literature pays particular attention to the extent and the acoustic pattern of coralligenous formations [13, 71, 86, 87] . Despite the fact that the EU 1967/2006 Mediterranean fisheries management Regulation protects the biogenic habitats, they are commonly impacted by fishing activities [13, 88] . The presence of biogenic mounds creates areas of complex surficial geology which are accurately delineated by the Complexity filter. One unanticipated finding of this study was that there is no linkage of the trawling activity with the biogenic mounds according to the textural analysis and the data interpretation of the mosaic. This is most probably explained by the fishermen's knowledge of this rigorous morphology of the seafloor and the consequent avoidance of surpassing them in order to protect their gears [24] . This is also reaffirmed by the turn of the trawl tracks on the northern boundary of the research area [24] (Figure 11a,b) . TMs presence on seafloor implies tonal differences of adjacent image regions creating an anisotropic textured area [62] and seem to be uncorrelated with regions of featureless textural seafloor which is characterized by homogeneity. By implication, areas that are characterized by low Anisotropy constitutes non-TM regions. The implementation of Anisotropy filter facilitates the separation of the two different textures which consequently eliminate the number of false alarms at the zones where TMs are absent, as reaffirmed by the high precision score of the class '0'. TMs are described as long straight or slightly curved lines, sometimes parallel and equidistant. Boundaries of biogenic mounds produce sharp edges in sonar imaging that could be confused with TMs and therefore are excluded. Collectively, the information about the texture of the seafloor has a valuable impact on eliminating false alarms while no classifiers are needed for the seafloor characterization.
Seafloor linear structures are accurately visualized when the towfish fly parallel to their orientation, but may be not clearly depicted or hidden when the towfish track is perpendicular to their orientation [89, 90] . In addition, a major part of the SSS image noise is in the across-track direction, caused by towfish movements (roll, pitch and yaw), electric and mechanical interferences. These factors contribute to the exclusion of the detected line segments that have orientation perpendicular ± 5 degrees from the survey line. Contrary to expectations, total 10 0 degrees orientation exclusion is an appropriate way to achieve the right balance between a high level of noise-free mosaic and high accuracy in the TMs density estimation. Moreover, as TMs are appeared as long linear troughs [29] in SSS data, short lines are not selected as TMs. Short line segments may be a result of the interaction between high sensitivity of the adaptive thresholding and complex marine noise, inferior image resolution or inherently changes of the seafloor backscatter strength.
The data used in the present work was not acquired for the assessment of trawling activity, which would require higher acoustic incidence angles (proximity of the SSS towfish to the ground) but rather for a general-purpose, low-cost and time-limited seafloor research. The swath range was kept high (200 m) and as a consequence the acoustic signature of TMs has low contrast and under-developed acoustic shadows, hindering the quality of the produced mosaic. The direction of the survey lines was set constant, without any multi-angle view compensation. This way, TMs that run parallel to the survey tracks had a more vivid and clear depiction than the ones which stand at an increased angle [29, 90] , affecting the detection accuracy. Consequently, the design of this survey lacked some sidescan tracks, especially perpendicular to the tracks made, which would offer focused and safer TMs depiction by viewing them from different angles. Further elaboration on the reasons that hinder method significance in the present case study, revealed that the direction of the TMs in comparison to the direction of the survey lines plays an important role in TM detection accuracies. This is intuitively clear given that TMs and other proud linear features (such as sand-ripples) are more difficult to be detected when they get perpendicular to the swath direction, where their contrast and shadow length decreases. Figure 12a confirms the above hypothesis, showing an increased error per unit area as the deviation of the TM orientation from the survey-lines' equivalent gets higher. The total TM length is slightly underestimated (<10%) when the orientation deviation is less than 35 • but it is severely overestimated (up to 50%) for deviations higher than 35 • (Figure 14) . This finding is opposite to what one should expect, i.e., a decreased ability of the system to detect TMs as the direction deviation gets higher, leading to increasing their underestimation. This paradox can be interpreted in just one way: what is expected to bias computer aided detections is also biasing human-interpretation. It is true that there are cases within the present dataset where the human interpreter did not include intentionally, or even missed, some minute, controversial linear features that actually were TM parts, while the proposed method did.
per unit area as the deviation of the TM orientation from the survey-lines' equivalent gets higher. The total TM length is slightly underestimated (<10%) when the orientation deviation is less than 35° but it is severely overestimated (up to 50%) for deviations higher than 35° (Figure 14) . This finding is opposite to what one should expect, i.e., a decreased ability of the system to detect TMs as the direction deviation gets higher, leading to increasing their underestimation. This paradox can be interpreted in just one way: what is expected to bias computer aided detections is also biasing humaninterpretation. It is true that there are cases within the present dataset where the human interpreter did not include intentionally, or even missed, some minute, controversial linear features that actually were TM parts, while the proposed method did. Regardless of the above survey set-up and data suitability restrictions, application of the proposed fishing ground detection and quantification method exhibited high potentials. The overall accuracy of the method on separating trawl-impacted grounds from non-impacted ones was more than 90%, the general orientation of the TMs was very accurately determined, while a substantial agreement (Kappa = 0.65) between the manual and automatic total TM length per unit area was achieved. The results of this automatic TMs detection and quantification method show that trawling grounds can be detected irrespectively to the survey design. However, there are findings that indicate that the automatic assessment of fishing effort, quantified as increased TM lengths per unit area, were better determined using the proposed method rather than through manual interpretation. Nonetheless, future work should regard evaluation of the algorithm's performance using SSS datasets from better adapted surveys to the general needs of target and object detection tasks.
Conclusion
In this paper a new method was presented that achieves automatic detection and spatial quantification of TMs under challenging conditions of acoustic imaging when general-purpose SSS data are used. The algorithm was demonstrated on SSS images of board-scale and structural complex habitats and successfully detected TMs of great variability with respect to orientation, intensity and contrast. This is the largest study so far documenting a delayed onset of automatic TMs quantification in terms of length and orientation, that is also characterized by high accuracy values. The integration of this image processing method in acoustic remote sensing, provides valuable information about the bottom fishing effort intensity and distribution. The approaches developed prove that there is definitely room for improvement in identifying fishing behavior of trawlers and in evaluating fishing impacts on the seafloor through SSS imaging. Spatiotemporal analyses of the exported data are Figure 14 . Total TM length error per 100 × 100 m versus the deviation of TM orientation from the survey-line's equivalent. Y-axis lower limit corresponds to 10% TM length underestimation while the upper one to 50% overestimation.
Regardless of the above survey set-up and data suitability restrictions, application of the proposed fishing ground detection and quantification method exhibited high potentials. The overall accuracy of the method on separating trawl-impacted grounds from non-impacted ones was more than 90%, the general orientation of the TMs was very accurately determined, while a substantial agreement (Kappa = 0.65) between the manual and automatic total TM length per unit area was achieved. The results of this automatic TMs detection and quantification method show that trawling grounds can be detected irrespectively to the survey design. However, there are findings that indicate that the automatic assessment of fishing effort, quantified as increased TM lengths per unit area, were better determined using the proposed method rather than through manual interpretation. Nonetheless, future work should regard evaluation of the algorithm's performance using SSS datasets from better adapted surveys to the general needs of target and object detection tasks.
Conclusions
In this paper a new method was presented that achieves automatic detection and spatial quantification of TMs under challenging conditions of acoustic imaging when general-purpose SSS data are used. The algorithm was demonstrated on SSS images of board-scale and structural complex habitats and successfully detected TMs of great variability with respect to orientation, intensity and contrast. This is the largest study so far documenting a delayed onset of automatic TMs quantification in terms of length and orientation, that is also characterized by high accuracy values. The integration of this image processing method in acoustic remote sensing, provides valuable information about the bottom fishing effort intensity and distribution. The approaches developed prove that there is definitely room for improvement in identifying fishing behavior of trawlers and in evaluating fishing impacts on the seafloor through SSS imaging. Spatiotemporal analyses of the exported data are expected to be useful for the prognosis of the ecosystem's recovery trajectories in terms of trawling impacts.
A natural progression of this study is to implement some of its features in conjunction with machine learning principles through the use of extended sonar datasets of TMs. As in the case of other geological seafloor features (e.g., faults, land-slides, pock-marks etc.) though, open swath sonar datasets are still quite limited to meet the need for extensive training datasets that deep learning or other machine learning methods demand. A major factor for this is that sonars produce multi-aspect, multi-frequency views of the same seafloor target, depending on the acquisition parameters and the type of equipment used, and so a huge number of samples may be needed to adequately include all the possible versions of the same feature in the training dataset. In addition, backscatter intensity normalization is still a matter of negotiation among acousticians and so datasets between different users are not yet directly comparable. Although transfer learning is an intriguing option in recent deep learning applications, that could minimize the training-sets needed or even take advantage of extensive datasets in similar terrestrial applications (e.g., radarsat ), it still needs to be extensively validated against real sonar datasets before replacing traditional spatial domain filtering for seafloor feature recognition, as those used operationally in mine counter-measurement tasks [91] .
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